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1 Getting Started 

1.1 Introduction 
SurvX4.0 is a GNSS surveying and mapping software. It was designed for Land 

Surveying, Civil Engineering, Construction Staking professionals to provide 

unequalled data collection simplicity and field calculating performance. SurvX 4.0 

integrates RTK control, GIS data collection, road design and layout. The main feature 

of the software is outstanding graphic interaction, powerful function and humanized 

operation. 

 

We always welcome suggestions and advice for our products. 

 

1.2 Hardware Requirements 
SurvX 4.0 can be installed into various Android devices like GIS controller, tablet, 

Android mobile phone. 

 

1.3 Installing 
Before installation, you have to get SurvX 4.0 installation package (*.apk). Put the 

installation package into Android device. Then install it into your device. After install, 

you can see the interface as below. 
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1.4 Main Icons 

1.4.1 About Software 

               

1.4.1.1 Software activation 

We offer 1 month free license for you to test. For permanent license, it’s not free. 

There are several methods to activate SurvX 4.0 

 

(1) Authorization code activation 

With authorization code activation, we will make the code with a serial number, it’s 

not binding with the device ID. When you use it, you just need to click Authorization 

code activation and input the code. 

 

  
 

Note: 1. Android device must access to internet. 

2. If after inputting authorization code, the register information doesn’t refresh, you 

need click “Online Activation” to refresh;  
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3. If SurvX already has temporary code, when you input new code it will show 

“Whether to give up the original authorization prompt?”  Click “OK” to continue. 

 

(2) Online activation 

You have to send us your device ID. Then we will make a register code. We will tell 

you once register code is OK. Then you just need to click “Online Activation”, it will 

be activated automatically.  

 

(3) Offline activation 

When you get the register code, if you don’t have internet connection. You can click 

“Offline Activation” to input the code. Then you can have 7 days to work. Within the 

7 days you must access device to internet and click “Online Activation” to complete 

the registry. 

Note: Authorization Code can’t use in Offline Activation.  

 

(4) Register code transfer 

If you buy a license, but you want to transfer it from one device to another. Then you 

can use register code transfer. 

With access to internet, in SurvX which already has been registered, click “Register 

Code Transfer”. It will show a transfer code. In SurvX which doesn’t have register 

code, click Register code transfer, then input the transfer code, click “OK” to apply. 

Note: 1.Both two devices must access to internet; 

2.If the old controller is broken or can’t power on, just send back software ID, we can 

finish transfer in server. 

 

1.4.1.2 Feedback 

If you meet any problem or have any suggestion, you can write in Feedback and 

submit, we’ll come back to you as soon as possible.  

 

1.4.1.3 Check Latest Version 

Click Check Latest Version check if current software is the latest version. If there is a new 

version, there would pop up Software update, and press Details to see update software. If no 

new version, it will show already latest version. 
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1.4.2 Communication 
To connect device. This icon shows blue color means successfully connect with 

receiver, white color for no connection.  

 

1.4.3 Positioning Information 
Detail: You can see information like coordinate,satellites,DOP...  

LBand: If you use LBand function, like RTX for trimble board, aRTK for Hemishpere 

board, you can see its frequency and information.  

Base: Base information can be saved by click “Save”  
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Antenna Parameters 

     

Vertical height is the Pole height b in pic 

Height to phase center is a in pic. a=b+L1 

Slant height is d in pic. d2-R2-H+L1  

Slant height to altimetry is c in below pic.  C2-k2+b 

 
Satellite Map              Satellite Information      Satellite SNR(Signal Noise Ratio)  

                    

 

1.4.4 Main interface setting 
You can set whether to use some function or not. 
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2 Project 

2.1 Project Manager 
Project Manager is used to create, open, or delete Projects stored on your data 

collector. Project Path shows current project’s storage position, which can be pressed 

to change. If the workload is large in survey, please choose sufficient storage position 

to save project. 

  
Open existing project 

To open an existing Project, simply select it in the list and press the Open button. 

Create a new project 

To create a new Project, simply press the New button. You will then see the New 

Project screen which will allow you to enter a name, choose Coordinate systems 

parameters type and set the notes for the Project. 

Delete project 

Long press the project, and then click Delete button to delete a project. You can’t 

delete the current project you are working. 

Import/Export project 

You can import project in format .GSW 
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2.2 Project Data Manager 
This function to be used if you have too many data in one project. Or you want to 

distinguish 2 different point database.  

 

Create data file 

Click New button to create a new data file. Default file will store old survey data, 

while the new created file will store new survey data. 

 

For example, the new 20190509_1 file will store new survey data, while 20190509 

store old data.  

    

 

Import data file 

You can import a .RTK data file. If same file imported twice, software will remind 

“current data file exists, Include backup data into current data file? ” If the data format 

of the imported *.RTK file is abnormal, there will pop up a prompt saying “RTK file 

import failed, please check!” 

 

Delete data file 

Press the data file, and click Delete 

 

Switch among different data file 

Choose the data file and Press Open, then you can switch among different data files 
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2.3 Coordinate System 
Use Existing Coordinate System 

You can use existing coordinate system. Press Local Disk, to import a coordinate 

system. Or scan QR code. Or you can press Predefined Projections to find existing 

coordinate system you want to use. 

    

 

Ellipsoid Parameter 

This determine what Ellipsoid you want to use. After choose the Ellipsoid, you can 

see its Semimajor axis and the 1/f (earth flat rate). Different Ellipsoid has different 

value.  

 

Projections Parameter 

After chose Ellipsoid, you have to choose Projections method to get plane coordinate. 

After you choose, you can see Central Meridian, False Northing, False Easting, Scale 

Factor, Projection Height and Latitude of Origin. You can only set these parameter 

yourself. 
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ITRF Parameter 

ITFR is the International Earth Reference Framework. To enable ITRF conversion, it 

needs to choose Conversion type, input The target of epoch and enable/disable Input 

velocity. If enabling Input velocity, it needs to input values for Vx, Vy and Vz. 

 

Seven Parameter 

Seven Parameter used when need transformation within two different Ellipsoids. In 

general, at least three known points and six groups of XYZ coordinate values in two 

different space rectangular coordinate system are required to calculate the seven 

unknown parameters. With these seven parameters, by seven parameter equations, the 

XYZ coordinate value of a point in one coordinate system can be converted to the 

XYZ coordinate value of another coordinate system. Seven-parameter model includes 

seven values: 

（1） three coordin △ △ △ate shifts ( X, Y, Z), i.e. the difference between the 

coordinates of the two coordinate systems; 

（2） △ △ △rotation angles of three coordinate axes( α, β, γ), the XYZ axis of two 

spatial rectangular coordinate systems can be recombined by rotating the three 

coordinate axes in order to specify the Angle; 

（3）scale K, i.e. the length ratio of a same line in two coordinate systems. Usually, K 

is near 1.  

   
 

Four-Parameter/Horizontal Adjustment 

At least two known points and four pairs of XY coordinate values in two different 

coordinate system are required to calculate the four unknown parameters. With these 

four parameters, by four parameter equations, the XY coordinate value of a point in 

one coordinate system can be converted to the XY coordinate value of another 

coordinate system. 

 

Vertical Control Parameter 

GPS elevation system is earth height (ellipsoid height) while elevation system usually 
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used in survey is normal height. As a result, height measured by GPS needs to correct 

to use, and Vertical Control Parameter is for this matching. Set up the parameter as 

shown in Figure 3.3-10. 

 

Vertical Adjustment Parameter 

elevation transformation model of Trimble TGO software includes five parameters: 

Adjustment Constant, North Slope, East Slope, Original Northing and Original 

Easting, as shown in Figure 3.3-11. 

 

 

Grid File 

Use Grid File to get more accurate X,Y in the coordinate system. Grid file can be 

imported with format .GSB 

 

 

Geoid File 

Use Geoid File to calculate unknown points height through known point height. It’s to 

calculate height of a point directly by height difference. SurvX4.0 can imports Geoid 

file with .GGF, .SGF, .UGF, GSF formats, and select transformation mode 

(Bilinear/Quadratic/ Bi Cubic Spline) to obtain accurate height of coordinate. 

 

Local Offsets 

A known point is required to calculate the local offsets. This parameter is used in a 

small range, and its accuracy is determined by operating range and decreases with the 

increase of working distance. 
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Export coordinate system 

After you set all parameter for one project, Press OK. You can export this coordinate 

system with format .SP. Then you can just import and use it directly next time to save 

setting time. 
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2.4 Calibrate Point 
GPS device works based on WGS-84 coordinate system. While sometimes we use other local 

coordinate system to improve accuracy. In this condition, we need to do shifting and do point 

calibration. Besides, if base start with current unknown coordinate and base have been moved 

or power off/on again. Rover need to do calibration.   

 

Base Point Calibration 

Calibrate according to the base coordinate before and after station change(moved or 

power on/off). You can input the Base known point coordinate or choose from point 

database. Also need to input the Antenna Parameters. Click Calculate, then you can 

get dX,dY,dZ, click Apply.   

     

If the coordinate beyond the range(longitude difference >1o; latitude difference > 1o; 

height difference>1o),  the calculated result will show in red color. If you apply, it 

will show remind and ask whether to apply local offset.   
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Marker Point Calibration 

Use marker point to do calibration, input or choose the Known point Coordinate. 

Click Measure you can get the current WG84 coordinate, Apply can get shift dX, dY, 

dZ 

  

 

*If you know the shift parameters between local coordinate system and WGS-84. You 

can just input the shift dX,dY,dZ. And click OK to apply. 

*Calibration will not change the old coordinates before this base station start. It will 

change the coordinate in next survey. 
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2.5 Point Database 
All points are managed in database. It can be easily chose when do point stakeout.  

  

 

Add point 

There are 2 coordinate types: Local Coordinate and Geodetic Coordinate. 4 different 

point types: Assistant point, Control point, Input point, Stakeout point. 

Choose the coordinate type and input the information. Click Ok then add a point 

successfully. 

 

Edit point 

Edit a point when you input information wrongly. You can choose a point and edit its 

name,code,photo, antenna parameter 

 

Check point details 

Choose a point and press Details, you can find the detailed information of this point. 

 

Import point file 

Support below point file format:   

Measurement data file(.PD) 

Cass format(.dat) 

Geodetic coordinates format(.csv/.dat /.txt) 

Local coordinate format(.csv/.dat /.txt)  

COT format(.cot) 

AutoCAD format (.dxf) 

NETCAD format(.ncn) 

 

Create point format 

Or you can also define a format in Format Manager. Defind the format name, and 

choose the  
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Delete point 

In Options, press Delete, you can choose the points that you want to delete. Or select 

all to delete. 

 

Recover deleted point 

If you already deleted the point, you can press Recover and choose the point to get it 

back.  

 

Share point 

Choose point and press Share, then QR code including that point information will be 

generated. Other people can get the point information by scan the code.  
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2.6 Export File 
Choose export format 

There are many export data format you can choose. For each format, you can see the 

description such as Point Name,Code Original,Latitude...  

 

Customize data format 

You can define the format as you want in Format Manager. Choose the element for 

the format and press OK to add it.In Custom format description you can see the 

elements you added.  

 

Define export file name 

There 3 kinds of name format for you to choose---date time name, Project+date time, 

Project. Of course you can also type the file name. And Press Export, you can export 

the file to the storage place you choose. 

    
 

 

Export Road Cross Section 

Select Data Files, File Format, Sort Type and Height Diff Type. Press Export, choose 

file storage path and input file name to complete export. File export settings varies 

from different file format. File Format includes Hintsoft Format (DH), TianZhen 

Format(H), SOUTH CASS Cross-section File and Haiti. Hinsoft Format needs to set 

Sort Type and Height Diff Type. TianZhen Format only needs to set Sort Type while 

Haiti only needs to set Height Diff Type. SOUTH CASS Cross-section no need to set .   
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2.7 Scan QR code 
It’s mainly to scan coordinate system QR code and configuration setting. After 

scanning QR code, it can view content. Press Apply to apply the data in current 

project while press return key not to apply parameters. 

  
 

 

 

2.8 Cloud Settings 
Input Cloud IP and Port, input user information and set up upload data settings. The 

server must be set up in accordance with PC to upload survey data and download files 

from the server. Then the coordinate system file can be uploaded and downloaded 

quickly. In Coordinate System, coordinate system parameters can be set to quickly 

uploaded Shared coordinate system parameters real time. 
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2.9 Software Settings 
Including General Settings, Record Settings, System Settings, Display Settings 

   

 

 

2.10 About Software 

Same as previous 1.4.1 About Software 
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3 Device 

3.1 Communication 
Select Device Type. Now SurvX 4 supports various brand RTK: GINTEC, Stonex, 

Unistrong, South, FOIF, Pentax, Sokkia... also supports total station(Stonex R2, 

Kolida KTS400). Then choose the Communication Mode--Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. You 

can also use Demo mode with no need to connect with device. 

  
Press Search you can see the device serial NO. in the list. Or You can just scan the 

serial NO. on the device. Press Connect. 

 

Put controller installed with SurvX 4 near the RTK device. Press Fast connection. 

Software will search and connect the device automatically.  

Com Debug 

Once connect RTK, Press Debug, you can see the NMEA message output. You can 

Save the message by tick Save. The data will be saved in .txt format.  

You can input Command and send. There are some common command for you to 

choose.  
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3.2 Rover 
Cut-off angle: The angle of the connection line(satellite to receiver) and the horizon. 

The receiver won’t receive satellites under this angle. Angle range: 0-45°. 

 

Record raw data: when choose, it can input Point name and collect post-differential 

point in Point survey interface. 

 

Data Link: None; Device Internet, Internal Radio, External Radio, Phone Internet 

      
 

3.2.1 None 
None: no differential signal is transmitted. 

 

3.2.2 Device Internet 
Get differential signal through network inside RTK. It needs SIM card inside the RTK 

to transmit data. 

Connect Mode: 

NTRIP: standard network transmission differential mode, commonly used in CORS 

networks. 

TCP client: a kind of transmission control protocol. It’s connection-oriented and 

reliable. It’s byte-based transmission communication protocol. 

Custom：You can custom your own mode. 

ZHD: Hi-Target network differential transmission mode, which needs to set group 

number and subgroup number. 

CHC: CHC network differential transmission mode. 

 

GGA upload intervals: It means to upload the device position to CORS, you can 
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choose the time according to your needs. To upload one time in 5s or to upload one 

time in 10s .  

 

Auto connect to network or not: if choose auto connect, it will automatically access to 

internet once power on.  

 

Network mode: WIFI or GPRS. If select WIFI would appear WIFI Settings. If select 

GPRS would appear APN Settings.  

 

Network system:Auto, GSM, CDMA1x 

 

Network Relay: if choose network Relay, this rover can be used as Base to transmit 

signal to other RTK via internal radio. So you have to set the Channel, Frequency and 

Protocol to finish the network Relay setting.   

           

WIFI Settings:Press to search WIFI, select WIFI hotspot and input password to 

connect WIFI. 

CORS Settings: set IP, Port, User and Password. If you set up your own base, you can 

set your own User and Password; if you are using someone else's CORS account, you 

need to know password for that account. In addition, you can press  on the right 

to customize information about the CORS server. 

 

MountPoint: Press Get Access Point and enable Automatically connect to network so 

that it can choose rover access point in the MountPoint list (generally access point 

defaults to base receiver number). 

 

Advanced: It includes 5 satellite systems, GPS, GLONASS, BEIDOU, Galileo (only 

displays when receiver supports) and SBAS. It can be selected whether to receive 

signal from those systems or not. 

 

When everything is set up for rover, press Apply to complete rover receiver network 

data link setting. 
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3.2.3 Internal Radio 
Receive differential signal through RTK internal radio. Base transmits differential 

signals through internal radio, Rover receives differential signals from base via 

internal radio.  

The Channel, Frequency and Protocol have to be same as that on Base in order to 

receive signal successfully. Channel 8 you can custom the Frequency.  

  

 

3.2.4 External Radio 
Receive differential signal through external radio connected with receiver. Default 

Baud Rate is 38400.  
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3.2.4 Phone Internet 
Get differential signal through controller’s network. It needs controller has SIM card 

inside or have access to Wi-Fi to transmit data. 

Set Connect Mode, CORS Settings and MountPoint Settings. Same setting methods as 

Device Network Datalink, only that the network used comes from the mobile device, 

which requires the mobile device to be able to access the Internet. 
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3.3 Base 
Base ID: Name the Base ID. Only input Number for the ID name.  

RTCM2.3: 0-1023 

RTCM3:0-4095 

RTCM3.2:0-4095 

CMR:0-31 

 

Start Up Mode: 

Use Current Coordinates: If you don’t have a know Base Coordinate, you just start the 

Base on its current coordinate. It’s based on WGS-84 coordinate system.  

Input Base Coordinate: If you already have a know Base Coordinate, you can input its 

coordinate for the Base. The known coordinate can’t be too different from the 

coordinate in WGS-84 system, or even if Base start, it can’t work normally. 
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Differential Mode: RTCM2.3; RTCM3, CMR, CMR+, DGPS, RTCM3.2 

   

Base startup: if choose, the device will start Base mode automatically when power on 

next time. 

 

Record raw data: record raw satellite ephemeris data 

 

Advanced: 

Cut-off angle: The angle of the connection line(satellite to receiver) and the horizon. 

The receiver won’t receive satellites under this angle. Angle range: 0-45°. 

PDOP limit: Position Dilution of Precision. The smaller the PDOP value is, the better 

the satellites distribute. When it is less than 3, it is in the ideal state. 

Delay Start: From 1~180s.The number can be chose randomly up to you. If you 

choose 10, it means after 10s, base will start even if it can't meet the request you set 

such as the cut angle, PDOP limit. 

When set all, press OK and Apply. 

 

 

3.3.1 Device Internet 
Base upload differential data to server, then rover get differential data from server. 

It needs to set up Connect Options, APN Settings and CORS Settings. 

Connect Options needs to set up Connect Mode, whether to Automatically connect to 

network (when enable, receiver would automatically connect to the Internet once 

powered on), Network mode (WIFI or GPRS) and Network system.  

Connect Mode option details are as follows: 

NTRIP: standard network transmission differential mode, commonly used in CORS 

networks. 

Custom：user-defined. 

 

CORS Settings needs to set IP, Port, Base access point (generally access point defaults 

to base receiver number) and Password. In addition, you can press  on the right to 
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customize information about the CORS server. 

 

Press Apply, then Base will start to upload differential data to server. 

  

 

3.3.2 Internal Radio 
Set the Channel, Frequency, Protocol and Power. Press Apply, then Base will 

transmitting differential data through radio. 

  

 

3.3.3 External Radio 
Transmitting signal with external radio. Go External Radio configuration to finish the 

external radio setting. 
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3.3.4 Dual 
Dual data link means base transmits differential signal simultaneously through 

network and external radio. Its set-up method is the same as Device Network and 

External Radio, only this mode needs to use internal network of device (with SIM 

card inserted). 
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3.4 Static 
Point Name: 

PDOP limit: Position Dilution of Precision. The smaller the PDOP value is, the better 

the satellites locate. When it is less than 3, it is in the ideal value. 

Cut-off angle: The angle of the connection line(satellite to receiver) and the horizon. 

The receiver won’t receive satellites under this angle. Angle range: 0-45°. 

Collection Interval: frequency of Collect the coordinate information. If select 5HZ, 

means 0.2s collect one time. 

Auto Record Static Data: Receiver will start recording automatically when it is 

powered on and receiving satellites signal; If not choose it, you need to start recording 

static data manually after receiver is powered on. 

Antenna Parameters 

 

After set all parameters, Press Apply, then device will start Static mode. 
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3.5 Work Mode Status 
Work Mode Status can view operation information and status of data link selected by 

current receiver. In Working Information you can view the detailed information of 

data link. In Work Mode Status you can set up current data link. In None data link and 

Static mode it only shows Working Information.  

Base or Rover is set with Device Internet datalink, in work mode status, you can 

Connect datalink, Disconnect datalik, Restart to initialize network module, Update to 

refresh current datalink mode.  

Base or Rover set with Internal Radio datalink, in Work Mode Status, you can Read 

Channel, Restart to initialize network module, Update to refresh current datalink 

mode.  

    

 

Base set with External Radio datalink, only view Work information. 

Base with Phone Internet datalink, in Work Mode Status, Stop to disconnect the 

network, Start to connect the network. 

Base set in Dual datalink. Connect datalink, Disconnect datalik, Restart to initialize 

network module, Update to refresh current datalink mode.  
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3.6 Configuration 
It includes all work mode settings for current receiver.  

Create new configuration 

Press New, input all information and choose the settings. Press OK, you can create a 

new configuration. 

 

Import a configuration set 

Press ... Import, import configuration set file in *.set format. 

   

Apply a configuration 

Select one configuration set of work mode and press Apply to apply the configuration 

set. 

 

View configuration details 

Press Detail to view the specific settings for this configuration set. 

 

Delete configuration set 

Press Delete to delete the configuration set from Configuration. Default configuration 

set can’t be deleted.  
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3.7 Device Information 
It shows receiver information, including Device information, Network info, Radio 

info and Other information. 

   

 

 

3.8 Calibrate Sensor 
When enable E-bubble, you can do Calibrate in Calibrate sensor 
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3.9 Device Settings 
You can se device in Normal mode or SureFix mode. 

 

 

 

3.10 Default radio settings 
Select radio factory and radio channels will correspond to the default frequency one 

by one. It can also change as needed. 
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3.11 Restart Positioning 
This function is to initialize OEM board and receive satellite signals again to position 

Press [Device] -> [Re_Position] to enter into interface as shown in Figure 4.10-1, and 

press [OK] to get reposition. It controls receiver to research and lock satellites, whose 

function is to initialize OEM board and re-receive satellite signals to positioning. 

   
 

 

3.12 Device Activation   
It’s to activate the RTK device. When RTK connect with controller, SurvX4.0 can 

view device Serial NO. and registration date as shown in Figure 4.11-1. If need to 

register the RTK device, you can input activation code, or you can press  to scan 

QR code to acquire activation code. After inputting activation code, press Activation. 

For RTK device activation code, you can contact your local dealer. 
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4 Survey 

4.1 Point Survey 
In Point survey you can collect different kinds of points. And with CAD function, you 

can draw line, square, circle, spline... when do point survey. 

   
 

4.1.1 Item explanation 

 Close/exit Point Survey interface. 

 Receiver datalink mode, pressing to go to datalink setting interface. This icon 

shows Phone Internet datalink 

 Receiver signal. 

Receiver positioning information, pressing to go to satellite positioning 

information interface. 

 RTK battery power. It turns red color when RTK with low battery. 

 

Solution status: SINGLE, FLOAT, DGNSS, FIXED 

Age1: current differential delay is 9 

H: HRMS, horizontal accuracy of current point 

V: VRMS, vertical accuracy of current point 

[25/34]: 24 is total satellites used to solution(single/float/DGNSS/Fixed), 34 means 

total tracked satellites number 

 Switch map          Full map  
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 Map center          Enable Electric Bubble  

Fold/Open toolbar 

 

4.1.2 Antenna parameters      

Press you can set the antenna parameters.  

     

Vertical height is the Pole height b in pic. 

Height to phase center is a in pic. (a=b+L1) 

Slant height is d in pic. (a= 22 Rd  -H+L1)  

Slant height to altimetry piece is c in below pic. (a=
22 kc  +L1) 

 

4.1.3 CAD function in point survey 

 CAD--square          CAD--square center     CAD--polyline 

 CAD --rectangular     CAD--rect center        CAD--polygon 

 CAD--circle 2p        CAD--circle 3point      CAD--arc 

 CAD--point           CAD--Spline           CAD--Layer setting 
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Press to add the new layer. You can add layer name and choose color to mark it. 

Then choose the graphic you want to draw. The point will be collected according to 

the graphic then. 

 

Choose point (Topo Point, Control Point, Quick Point, Auto Point, Corner Point, 

Tilt Point) 

 Collect Point.  

 Point Database 

 Display information (below display information for topo point) 
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Press to Choose point (Topo Point, Control Point, Quick Point, Auto Point, Corner 

Point, Tilt Point), and then Press to Collect Point.  

 

4.1.4 Collect topo point 

Press to choose topo point, then press . If meet all requirements, the point can 

be collected. Press OK to store the Topo point.   

  

 

4.1.5 Collect control point  

Press to choose control point, then press . Wait for around 15s till Fixed 

solution, then it starts to collect data. Every 2s it will record one point. Continuously 

record 30 points one time. Collect 2 groups of 30 points. When collection finish, Press 

OK to store the control point. 
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4.1.6 Collect quick point 

Press to choose quick point. You can add remark for quick point. When meets 

collect requirements, press  it will finish collect, collect interface will not show. 

  

 

4.1.7 Collect auto point 

Press to choose auto point. Press to set record mode and time and then press

to start collect. Press pause to pause the collection, Press start to continue, Press Stop 

to end the auto points collection. 
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4.1.8 Collect corner point  

Press to choose corner point, then press . To collect corner point, it should 

record at least 15 points, and distance between two points should be longer than 1/10 

of pole height. Then it can calculate the unknown point coordinates by these corner 

points. Press Antenna Parameters to set Antenna Measured Height and Antenna 

Measurement Type. 

 
 

4.1.9 Collect tilt point 
If RTK has E-Bubble function, it can calculate the unknown point by collecting 3 

points.  

First enable E-bubble, Then you have to do calibration. Keep the pole vertical, and 

click Calibrate. After calibrate, press to the tilt point collect interface. Set up 

Antenna Measured Height, place pole in the unknown point, tilt in one direction and it 

automatically collect the first tilt point. Then tilt in another two directions and it 

automatically collect the second and the third tilt point. 3 circles intersect with each 

other to get the point coordinate, press Save and Press OK to store the tilt point. 
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Photo and Sketch: you can add more notes for the collected points, such as 

documents, pictures and graphs. 

: Undo and return to previous step. 

: Add text. Font size and text color can be set. 

: Add point information. Font size and color and point information to be added 

(name, code, north, east, height) can be set. 

: Add arrow. Arrow color and style can be set. 

: Add drawing. Color and thickness can be set.  

: Add photo. Directly invoke camera to take a picture to add into information. 
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4.2 Detail Survey 
Detail survey is simple mode for point survey, it is suitable for rapid and continuous 

point survey. 

 

   
 

Topo point collection as example, press Settings, select whether to enable Tilt Survey, 

set recording limit (can use default configurations) and press OK. Press Antenna 

Parameters to set Antenna Measured Height and Antenna Measurement Type, If need 

use Code library, press to edit code. Press to finish point collection. 
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4.3 CAD 
CAD function is mainly used to import and edit the existing CAD graphics, and 

stakeout lines for the existing CAD graphics. 

   
 

4.3.1 Data 
It can manage layer and import .dxf .dwg file. Export .dxf.  

Layer: you can set different layer to distinguish the point you collected. Press New 

layer, type the layer Name and choose the color. Press OK to add the layer 

successfully. Next point will belong to this new added layer, you can also choose the 

layer you want to use before point collection. 

means the layer is visible, means the layer is invisible. layer is unlocked, 

layer is locked and can’t be deleted.   

DXF Import:.dxf and .dwg file can be imported in CAD 

DXF export:Press .dxf export, you can set the file: enable CAD layer, Points 

Database,Point name, Code, Elevation, choose Elevation digit, Text height... Then 

press Export.   

Point style: you can choose the point style you want to show in CAD graphic. 
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4.3.2 Drawing 
It can draw different graphics. Choose below graphic type you want to draw, press the 

screen, then you can draw relevant graphic in CAD.  

 polyline   spline   arc    polygon   square  

square center  rectangular  rect center  circle 2p  circle 3point 

 

 
 

4.3.3 Survey 
It can calculate intersection point, distance offset and invert. 

 

 

4.3.4 Tools  
It can calculate angle and area. 
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4.3.5 Delete data 
Press point or figure that needs to deleted on the screen, select it and it turns blue. 

Click delete. 

 

4.3.6 Stakeout in CAD 
Press point or figure that needs to deleted on the screen, select it and it turns blue. 

Press Stakeout, select Use selected polyline or Use selected segment, set whether to 

enable Setting out by pile by coordinate, press OK to go stakeout interface.  

Press List and it show selected object information, and it can select point and do point 

stakeout. 
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4.4 Point Stakeout 
Point stakeout is to input point coordinate in software and then stakeout in field. 

Choose the point from point database that you need to do stakeout. Or Add a new 

point you need stakeout. Press OK.  

  

4.4.1 Item explanation 

   
 

To South/To North: distance that receiver needs to move North/South from current 

position to stakeout point.   

To East/To West: distance that receiver needs to move East/West from current 

position to stakeout point. 

Fill/Cut: Elevation difference between current point and stakeout point. If current 

point is higher than stakeout point, then need to cut. If lower, then need to fill. 

Target: current stakeout point name 

Distance:distance from current RTK position to stakeout point. 

Slope(%): slope between current point to stakeout point.  

Ant: Antenna height 

 

 open/close stakeout voice. 

 hide or show left column bar. 

 switch compass mode or distance mode. 

 Point stakeout settings: 

 Point database   

 Choose Topo Point/Control Point/Quick Point 

 collect Topo point 

Points closest to stakeout point 

 show whole map 

 Show current RTK position  

Stakeout former point. 

Stakeout next point. 
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4.4.2 Point stakeout steps  
(1) Select a point to stakeout in the points library, Or Add a new point, then press OK 

to enter stakeout interface. Red flag is target stake point. Circle is current RTK 

position. Arrow is RTK direction. When the arrow direction is same with the direction 

to the target point, please move in this direction, then you can reach the target point. 

 

(2) According to bottom status bar, move from the current point to the coordinate of 

stakeout point, and cut or fill the soil according to the elevation difference. 

 

(3) When current point is within prompt range, there will be three concentric circles, 

which means it’s in precise stakeout. 

 

(4) After you reach the stakeout point, please stake it. 
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4.5 Line Stakeout 
Line stakeout is the stakeout of designed line, including its line mileage, offset and 

elevation control. 

Press Add to design a line. Two methods to design a line---Start Point+End Point, 

Point+Azimuth+Length. Press OK to finish design the line. Set the stakeout 

Calculation mode and choose interval.  

   

Or you can import a line. Press OK. Then you see the line stakeout interface. Red flag 

means the station on the line needs to stakeout, red circle means current your RTK 

position. Red arrow means current RTK direction. 
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4.5.1 Item explanation 

 stakeout former line. 

 stakeout next line. 

 show whole map. 

 Show current RTK position. 

 stakeout former point in point database. 

 stakeout next point in point database. 

add stake. Two methods to add stake: Calculate coordinated by mileage and offset 

distance&Calculate offset and distance by coordinates 

line library. Including Add line, Edit line, Delete line, Import line and Export line. 

Display information. It can set line stakeout configuration. Press DEFAULT, it can 

restore changed items. You can set STAKEOUT, TOPO POINT, INFORMATION 

BAR, and TOOLBARS.  

    
Target: Name of the stakeout line. 

H: Elevation of current point. 

Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and mileage is the 

distance from the vertical point to the start point (A''S in below pic). 

Offset: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and offset is the 

distance from current point to that point on stakeout line (AA'' in below pic). 
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Station Diff to Start: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and 

Station Diff to Start is the distance from that point on stakeout line to start point(A''S 

in below pic). 

Station Diff to End: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and 

Station Diff to End is the distance from that point on stakeout line to end point (A''E 

in below pic). 

Target peg: Name of current target station. 

 

            
 

4.5.2 Line stakeout steps 

(1) Design a line or Import a line. 

 

(2) Select the Stakeout line and press OK to enter line stakeout interface. Start point 

shows mileage 0.000 and end point shows actual mileage. Red flag is the station on 

the line you need to reach and stakeout. Arrow indicates the direction of RTK.  

 

(3) Move along the vertical line from current point to the stakeout line, you can return 

to the stakeout line. Or according to the prompt direction in the bottom status bar,  

 

(4) Stakeout when reach the point.  

 

(5) If you need add stake, press to set stake mode and position, then press OK to 

acquire calculation result. Press Stakeout to enter line stakeout interface. 
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4.6 Stake Road 
You can design road or just import road file you already have. 

 

4.6.1 Design road 
By click “New” you can design road in SurvX 4.0. You can define the Road Name. 

   
  

4.6.1.1 Broken station 

Due to road change, separate survey work or incorrect calculation, broken station is 

needed when design the road. If new road station shorter than old road station, it 

called short chain, if new road station longer than old road station, it called long 

chain.  

For example:  

 

 
 

Old Road A starts to change to new road B at station AK2+356.40, new road B and 

old road A converge again at station BK3+426.200. The station 

AK3+660=BK3+444.600. Because new road station is short than old station, so it’s a 

short broken chain(215.4m). Station has to change from BK3+444.600 to AK3+660, 

so previous survey data for road A can be used again. If station change from 
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AK3+660 to BK3+444.600, that’s a long chain.  

In SurvX 4.0, input the information as below. Click “OK” to save the broken station 

you input. 

 

     
 

4.6.1.2 Centerline 

There are 3 different methods to create a center line. You have to decide which 

method is best for your road according to the known elements. 

 

 

 

(1) Line element method 

Line element method needs to know the Start coordinate, length and radius and 

direction of spiral/curve. Below a road data for example: 
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First, input the start point coordinate, then input the element, you can choose Line, 

Curve or Spiral. According to the example sheet, this road first starts with line, so 

input the line length and Azimuth. For Spiral, the start radius is infinite because it’s 

line before it, end radius is the curve radius because it’s a curve after it. 
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After you input all the road elements, you can input the station and Calculate the coordinate to 

see if you input all information correct. And You can also check the Map.   

 

   
 

(2) Intersection method 

Intersection method needs to know the start coordinate, intersection coordinate, spiral length 

and curve radius.  
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You need to input Intersection name like JD0, JD1, JD2.... and input the north and east 

coordinate, the station, first curve length, first curve radius, second spiral length. 

    

 

After input all information, you can use “Check” function in SurvX 4.0 to make sure you 

input all information correctly.  

  

(3) Coordinate element method 
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After input the coordinate information, you can do check and Preview Map. 

   
 

Input the coordinate(North, East) for 

each station in SurPad 4.0 

 

The Coordinate Element method not 

suitable to every road centerline. It fits 

the road with only line and curve 

elements. 

 

In this data example, it only shows line 

coordinate. If a road has curve, you have 

to input the curve radius and curve 

direction. 
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4.6.1.3 Vertical profile 

Vertical profile is to show the elevation change of the road. There are 2 methods to 

design a Vertical Profile---Circular curve&Parabola. Below data sheet to show input 

example in SurvX 4.0 

 

 

 

Choose Circular curve or Parabola. Input the Station, Elevation and Radius according 

to the road data. Press Next to add another station. After input all station, Press OK to 

check the result. Circular curve and Parabola show almost similar result with only 

slight difference.    
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4.6.1.4 Standard cross section 

Standard cross section is cross section for point on the road centerline. You can design 

with Vehicle Lane, sidewalk, Central divider... 

For example, total length for this cross section is 30m, Motor and non-motor lane for 

left/right is 10.5, sidewalk is 3m, tree is 1.5m.  

 

So we design this cross section in SurvX 4.0. Press Add, Choose the name or input the 

name yourself. Input the width. If it has slope, you have to input the slope rate. 

Usually slope rate is 1.5~2.5%. And input Elevation. For next part, if elevation is 

same, don’t need to input elevation again. If elevation is different, in put the elevation 

for each part. Press OK to add successfully.  
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Choose the part and Press Edit, you can change the information for each part. 

Choose the part and Press Delete, you can delete the part.  

    
 

4.6.1.5 Slope 

To ensure the road stability, besides the road, we’ll add slope with certain angle. First, 

Choose the type(Left-cut,Left-fill, Right-cut,Right-fill) according to the designed road. 

Click “Add” to input the station distance. Then Click “Add” to add the Slope or 

Platform(Platform is made when slope has certain elevation). Add all the element and 

then press OK, you can check the result.  

Choose the slope/platform and Press Edit, you can change the information for each 

slope/platform. 

Choose the slope/platform and Press Delete, you can delete the slope/platform. 
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After input all information for the road, press OK to save the road you design. 

 

4.6.2 Import existing road  
If you already have existing road file, you can just import it. The format can be 

LandXML(.xml), AutoCAD format(.dxf), Spiral surface table(.csv,.txt), Coordinates 

file(.dat,csv,txt), Road file(.RE,.LE,.RP,.IP,.rec). Choose the file from storage position 

and then press OK.  

   

After import the road file, you can see the road Centerline, Vertical Profile and 

Cross-section in Preview Map. The centerline can also be Invert by Press Invert. Then 

the Start/end point and road direction will be inverted. 
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4.6.3 Item explanation 
Once finish design the road and import existing road. Choose the road you want to 

stakeout and Press OK, you can see the stakeout interface. Red flag means point on 

the road centerline that needs to be stakeout, small circle means current your point 

position, arrow means direction of RTK.  

   

Open map, switch map 
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Full graphic 

Current RTK position 

Open/hide toolbar  

 Choose Topo point/Control point/Quick point 

Collect point 

Road center line. It can switch to cross section stake out. 

 Cross section of each station  

  

Road library. Including Road Design, Edit, Delete,Import functions. 

Display information. It can set stakeout road configuration. Press DEFAULT, it 

can restore changed items. You can set TOPO POINT, INFORMATION BAR, and 

TOOLBARS.  
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Target:  Name of the stakeout road file. 

H:      Elevation of current point. 

Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and mileage is the 

station/distance of that point on the line. 

Offset(Left/Right): Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, offset is the 

distance from current point to the stakeout point 

Horizontal dist: When do cross section stakeout, draw vertical line from current point to 

cross section,the horizontal distance is distance on the cross section. Below pic to 

explain. 

Fill/cut: Means Elevation difference, need to fill or cut to reach stakeout point elevation   

 

 

4.6.4 Stake road steps 
(1) Design the road or Import the road file. 

 

(2) Software will stakeout the lastest vertical point on road centerline. Move 

according to the arrow direction and vertical/horizontal distance in bottom status bar.  
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4.7 Stake Road by Point 
Stake road by point is for continuous stakeout with fixed station distance like 

20/50/100KM or with specific stake number.   

Red flag means point on the road centerline that needs to be stakeout, small circle 

means current your point, arrow means RTK direction. 

 

  

 

4.7.1 Item explanation 

Open map, switch map 

Full graphic 

Current RTK position 

Open/hide toolbar  

 Choose Topo point/Control point/Quick point 

Collect point 

Road library. Including Road Design, Edit, Delete,Import functions. 

Display information. It can set stakeout road configuration. Press DEFAULT, it 

can restore changed items. You can set TOPO POINT, INFORMATION BAR, and 

TOOLBARS.  
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Target:  Name of the stakeout Point 

To Less: The distance from current point to stakeout point. To less means need walk 

towards smaller mileage 

Distance: Distance between current point to stakeout point 

Cut/Fill: Elevation difference, cut means current point is higher and needs to be cut 

to reach the stakeout point elevation. Fill means current point is lower and 

needs to do filling to reach stakeout point elevation.  

Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and mileage is the 

station/distance of that point on the line. 

Offset:  Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, offset is the distance from 

current point to the stakeout line 

 

4.7.2 Stake road by point steps 
(1) Design the road or Import the road file 

 

(2) You can choose Automatic Stakeout Latest Point or input the station you want to 

stakeout, set the stakeout point distance interval. Press Ok. 

 

(3) Move towards the target point according to the RTK direction and distance show 

on the bottom information bar. By press and , you can stakeout former or next 

point.  

 

 

4.8 Cross Section Measurement 
Cross section measurement is to do point survey for each cross section of one road with 

certain station distance. First import the road file. You can choose Automatic Stakeout 

Latest Point or input the station you want to stakeout, set the stakeout point distance 

interval. Press Ok. 
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Open map, switch map 

Full graphic 

Current RTK position 

Open/hide toolbar  

 Choose Topo point/Control point/Quick point 

Collect point 

Road library. Including Road Design, Edit, Delete,Import functions. 

Display information. It can set stakeout road configuration. Press DEFAULT, it 

can restore changed items. You can set TOPO POINT, INFORMATION BAR, and 

TOOLBARS.  
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Target:  Name of the stakeout Point 

To Less: The distance from current point to stakeout point. To less means need walk 

towards smaller mileage 

Distance: Distance between current point to stakeout point 

Cut/Fill: Elevation difference, cut means current point is higher and needs to be cut 

to reach the stakeout point elevation. Fill means current point is lower and 

needs to do filling to reach stakeout point elevation.  

Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and mileage is the 

station/distance of that point on the line. 

Offset:  Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, offset is the distance 

from current point to the stakeout line 

 

4.9 Stake Road by Cross Section 
Stake road by cross section is to stakeout each point on every station’s cross section. 

Press Import to choose a road file with cross section and import it. Press OK. When 

Import the file, In Map, you can check each station cross section map.   

In Cross Section, you can see each station and its cross section point numbers and 

length.  
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Import the file and select Auto select stakeout section or not. Press OK. Then you can 

see the stakeout interface as below.  

Red flag means point on the cross section that needs to be stakeout, small circle 

means current RTK point, arrow means RTK direction. 

 

   

 

4.9.1 Item explanation 

Open map, switch map 

Full graphic 

Current RTK position 
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Open/hide toolbar  

 Choose Topo point/Control point/Quick point 

 Show road center line   

 Show cross section of the latest station.  

Collect point  

Road file database 

Display information. You can choose the information bar and toolbar you want to 

show on the stakeout interface.  

     

Target:  Name of the stakeout station  

H: Elevation of current point. 

Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and mileage is the 

station/distance of that point. 

Offset:  Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, offset is the distance 

from current point to the stakeout line 

Horizontal dist: When do cross section stakeout, draw vertical line from current 

point to cross section,the horizontal distance is distance on the cross section. 

Vertical dist: The distance between current point to stakeout point. To more means to 

walk to larger mileage, To less means to walk to small mileage. 
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Fill/Cut: Elevation difference, cut means current point is higher and needs to be cut 

to reach the stakeout point elevation. Fill means current point is lower and 

needs to do filling to reach stakeout point elevation.     

   

4.9.2 Stake road by cross section step 
(1) Import the road file 

 

(2) Select Auto select stakeout section or not. If yes, software will select latest station, 

if not, you can choose the station you want to do stake out 

 

(3) Move towards the target cross section according to the RTK direction and distance 

show on the bottom information bar. 

 

(4) When current point is on cross section, collect the point and stakeout it. 

 

 

4.10 Stake road by bridge section 
Stake road by bridge section is for line stakeout of orthogonal culverts, oblique 

culverts and culvert median line. Oblique culvert is culvert median line and road line 

has certain angle. 

Select the stakeout road and add a bridge section. Select a road in Bridge management 

database or create a new road according to road design. 
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: Bridge management Database. It includes Add, Edit, Delete, Import, Export. . 

Press Add, set coordinates A and B, it will automatically calculate Intersecting 

Mileage and intersecting Angle and other parameters. And press OK to create a new 

bridge section. Select any bridge section and press Edit and it can edit every 

parameter. Press Delete and it can delete the selected bridge section. Press 

Import/Export and it can import/export bridge file in *.XDM format. 

: Display information.  

: Collect TOPO point. 

 

Target: Name of the stakeout line. 

H: The height of current point. 

Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and mileage is the 

distance from the vertical point to the start point. 

Offset: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and offset is the 

distance from that point on line to current point.   

Horizontal dist: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and 

Horizontal distance is the distance from foot point to intersection of cross section and 

road. 

Vertical dist: The distance between current point to stakeout point. To more means to 

walk to larger mileage, To less means to walk to small mileage. 
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Stake road by bridge section is to create a new oblique section and then collect 

oblique section data. Oblique section is fixed angle between cross section and road. 

 

Stake road by bridge section steps:  

1. Press Add to create a new oblique section.  

2. Set coordinates A and B, and their connection line should intersect with road; or set 

Intersecting Mileage (directly input mileage or press  to acquire current point), 

Intersecting Angle and Length.  

3. Move current point and when vertical distance of road is less than 3 meters, parallel 

lines are generated on both sides of the oblique section to enter precise positioning.  

4. Measure and stakeout oblique section according to the arrow direction and vertical 

and horizontal distance show in bottom status bar. When the distance between 

stakeout point and current point is less than 3 meters, it will take stake point as center 

point and have circles to get into precise stakeout.   
 

 

 

4.11 Conical Slope Stakeout 
Conical slope stakeout is for stakeout of conical slope of abutment in the combining 

site of the road and bridge in road engineering. 

Select the stakeout road and add a conical slope. 
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Conical Slope Database  

Display information 

Collect topo point 

  

Target: point name of current stakeout point.  

Fill: dig in stakeout point position.   

To North: distance that receiver needs to move north from current position to 

stakeout point. 

To East: distance that receiver needs to move east from current position to stakeout 

point. 

To Less: distance from current point to target peg. “To Less” means that if you want 

to reach the target peg, the distance to the direction of the small mileage. 

To Right: distance from the current point to the left relative to the midline of the line. 

  

Generally, a bridge has two bridge abutments, 0# and 1#. Usually see abutment with 

small number as 0#, and abutment on the other side as 1#. Conical slope is a 

construction between abutment and embankment, which is for bridge protection. If 

there is barricade behind abutment, then conical slope is not necessary. 
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Conical Slope Stakeout steps:  

1. Press Add to create a new oblique section.  

2. select bridge section and press OK to enter stakeout interface  

3. For example, mileage between current oblique section and road is 2.62 meters 

(according to intersecting mileage settings). Move current point and when vertical 

distance of road is less than 3 meters, parallel lines are generated on both sides of the 

oblique section to enter precise positioning.  

4. Measure and stakeout oblique section according to the arrow direction and vertical 

and horizontal distance prompt in bottom status bar. When the distance between 

stakeout point and current point is less than 3 meters, it will take stake point as center 

and generate prompt circles to get into precise stakeout.   

 

 

4.12 Electric Lines Survey 
Electric power line survey is to survey and measure the natural environment along the 

road line before power line designed. The measure data would be converted via PC 

and output to special format data for power software. 

Select an electric line from the electric lines database to stakeout. 

                             

: Electric Lines Library. Its operation is as same as that of Lines library. 

: stakeout last electric line. 

: stakeout next electric line. 

: Display information.    

: collect TOPO point. 

  

Target: Name of the stakeout line. 

Pt H distance: Point horizontal distance from current point to last collected point. 
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Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point, and mileage is the distance from 

current point to the start point.  

Offset: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and offset is the 

distance from that point on line to current point.   

Mileage Diff to Start: distance from current point to start point. 

Mileage Diff to End: distance from current point to end point. 

 

 : calculate distance and height difference between two points. Select two points in 

map and it can calculate distance and height difference between these two points 

: calculate distance from offset point to line and offset direction. Select three points 

in Map, the first two points form a line and see the third point as offset point. And it 

can calculate distance from the third point to the line formed by the first two points 

and offset direction. 

: calculate offset angle and offset distance. Select three points in Map, the first two 

points form a line and see the third point as offset point. And it can calculate distance 

to start point, distance to end point, vertical distance to start point, vertical distance to 

end point, offset distance and offset angle. 

: calculate distance. Select two points in Map, and it can calculate the total length 

of route between two points. 

: calculate and stakeout angular bisector of J peg. Select a point from J peg on 

electric lines and it can calculate and stakeout angular bisector of angle between 

connection lines front and back. 

: line offset storage. Select a point in line and it pops up setting dialog. Take 

selected point as base point, input distance, height difference and orientation (current 

point and the base point can be selected), and it can calculate coordinate of offset 

point and store in point library. 

 

Electric Lines Survey steps: 

1. Select one line and start survey.  

2. Record survey data. File format can be set in STAKEOUT SETTINGS, Data 

storage type can switch when project is created and is not allowed to switch once 

collection starts.  

During operation, it only needs to select reference line as needed, press  to collect 

TOPO point on detail points that needs collection and save survey data. Select Object 

type, select Pole Type, input width, angle, pole height and other items, and press [OK] 

to save. Then software will save these topographic information and property in survey 

file so as to record the information through direct selection instead of tedious code. 

Press  to enter into Electric Lines Survey interface and press Add to create a new 

electric line. It sets start point and end point of the line, or set line name, start mileage, 

line length and start point. 

Select target electric line and press OK to enter electric line survey interface. 

According to stakeout prompt in bottom status, press  to collect TOPO point or 
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press handheld defined shortcut key to collect and save power property data. 

     

When in storage, according to current point type to select Object Type. Object Type 

includes: J pile (turning point stake), Z pile (straight line stake), Auxiliary point, 1 

point measurement marker, 1 point road measuring river pond, 2 point road measuring 

river pond and 3 point measuring room. 

 

J pile: Turning point stake. 

Z pile: Straight line stake. 

Auxiliary point: General detail points. 

1 point measurement marker: It includes power line, communication line, optical 

cable, road, railway. 

1 point road measuring river pond: It’s used for road, railway, river, pond and 

house. 

2 point road measuring river pond: It’s used for 2-point measurement for road, river, 

pond and house.  See detailed introduction in the following. 

3 point measuring room: It’s used for 3-point measurement for house. See detailed 

introduction in the following. 

 

To collect J pile, Z pile, auxiliary point and general point it only needs to input point 

name and antenna height.  

 

During operation, when the road meets power lines, communication lines, optical 

cables and other lines, it needs to store power line type, span angle and other 

information so as to display in plan and sectional drawing of DaoHeng CAD. For 

instance, forward line encounters 220KV power line, Angle: acute angle of 45 degrees 

to the right, Height 30 meters, and perform storage. 

 

1 point measurement marker 

The forward line has road, railway, river, pond, house and other objects, it can store 

by 1 point measurement marker. 

For instance, in the forward direction, it encounters a road, Angle: acute angle of 60 

degrees to the right, Width 10 meters. After selecting the point at one end of the 
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physical object, collect and store data, and input the width in the storage dialog box. 

[Note]: when the back section point is not easy to measure, it can be measured at the 

front section point, and width is input negative value. 

 
 

2 point road measuring river pond  

It’s a second way to store span object and it can measure object width in more 

precision. On one end of the object collect and store data, choose 2-point 

measurement and it sets the point as point 1. After storage, collect and store data on 

the other end, and it sets the point as point 2. Select Gutter and input angle and other 

information to store. (Measurement sequence at both ends of the object can be 

arbitrary because software will automatically determine the front and back interrupt 

points of the object according to the line direction. It is important to note that it must 

first store point 1and then point2, which software will automatically process it without 

any choice by user.) 

 

3 point measuring room 

When in house measurement, there are three ways, 1-point measurement, 2-point 

measurement and 3-point measurement. 

(1) 1-point house measurement, that is to select 1 point road measuring river pond, 

select House as Gutter and input house length, width and height. 

(2) 2-point measurement. It needs separative measurements in back corner point and 

front corner point in arbitrary sequence. Select 2 point road measuring river pond, 

select House as Gutter and input house length and height. 

Note: house length can input positive or negative values. The positive and negative 

value of house length means: see forward direction of road as reference, house slants 

to the left or to the right, and left is positive and right is negative.  

(3) 3-point measurement. It needs separative measurements in back corner point and 

front corner point in arbitrary sequence and then another measurement in auxiliary 

corner point. Note: auxiliary corner point must be a third, i.e. measurement sequence 

is first front and back corner points and then auxiliary point. Select 3 point measuring 
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room and input house length. 

 

 

For collected power data, we provides professional power conversion software 

ElectricPro. It converts project file (*.PD) into DeoHeng ORG data format through 

data edition. 

 

4.13 Electric Towers Stakeout 
Electric Tower Stakeout is for stakeout of four or eight reference points of tower 

foundation of high-voltage transmission line in electric construction. 

Select a point and press Calculate. Select its type (4-cross-section or 8-cross-section), 

input length and width, and press Calculate to acquire result. Select a tower and press 

Stakeout. Perform stakeout according to bottom status bar. During tower stake, it can 

collect tower section data and when distance shows 0 it means current point is on the 

selected line. Press  to collect tower point.  
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Topo point/Tower point switch icon. 

 Floating collection key. 

Coordinate point library. Points collected by SurvX are stored in coordinate point library.  

 Stakeout last coordinate.  

 Stakeout next coordinate. 

The closest point, the point closest to stakeout point. (can be added in  Toolbars ) 

Display information 

 

4.14 Elevation Control 
Elevation control can calculate the design height of points within the range according 

to the design plane parameters, which is conducive to site leveling and earthwork 

calculation in the project. 
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Elevation control can calculate the design height of points within the range according 

to the design plane parameters, which is conducive to site leveling and earthwork 

calculation in the project. 

 

: Elevation Control database. Press Add, it can create a new elevation control. 

Data type includes import triangulation file, triangulation, two points area and one 

point area. Select item in list and it can delete and edit the selected item. Press Import 

and it can import *.TIN file. *.TIN file is a comprehensive file formed by all 

triangulation, two points area and one point area. 

 

Elevation control steps: 

1. Enter Elevation Control database, press Add to create triangulation, two points area 

and one point area or import triangulation file as engineer design required. 

A.  To create a one point area, it needs to input a point coordinate (x, y, h), x Grade 

and y Grade. Coordinate and x Grade and y Grade form a plane. 

B. To create a two points area, it needs to input two point coordinates with same 

height and Grade which together with two points forms a plane. Taking connection 

line of two points as boundary (starting from the point with elevation), when grade is 

positive, right elevation is larger than h and left elevation is smaller than h; when 

Grade is negative, on the contrary, right elevation is smaller than h and left elevation 

is larger than h. 

C. To create a triangulation, input three point coordinates (x, y, h) and three points 

form a plane. 

2. Press OK to return to Elevation Control database, select stakeout target 

(triangulation plane). If current point is in design plane projection, it can view 

elevation, design height (according to design plane) to cut and fill. Perform site 

leveling as engineer design required. 
 

 

4.15 Spiral Stakeout 
Curve Stakeout is a simple line stakeout tool. Software provides three types of curves, 
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namely straight line, circle and curve. Curvature and radius of any point on circle are 

the same. Curvature and radius of any point on curve are changing. 

Press Survey -Curve Stakeout, select a line from Curve Stakeout list to stakeout. 

   

: Curve Stakeout list 

   

: Stakeout last coordinate. 

: Stakeout next coordinate.  

: Add stake. It can add stake on stakeout curve according to mileage during 

stakeout curve. 

: Display information.  

 : collect TOPO point. 

 

Stakeout curve steps: 

1. Choose curve from Curves database or create curve or import curve file. 

Parameter settings for new line are as follows: 
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Straight line: set Road Name, Mileage, Start Point and End Point. 

Circle (known offset angle and intersection): set Name, Radius, Mileage, Corner, 

Intersection Point and Reference type (Reference Angle and Start Point coordinates). 

Corner: turning angle of line. 

Circle (known coordinates and radius): set Name, Radius, Mileage, Center Point, Start 

Point and End Point. Center point: connection line of start point and end point, and 

turn left represents center point is in the left of line and turn right represents center 

point is in the right of line. 

Circle (known three coordinates): set Name, Mileage, Start Point, Second Point and 

End Point. 

Curve: set Name, Radius, Gradual Curve, Mileage, Corner, Intersection Point and 

Reference Type (Reference Angle and Start Point coordinates). 

 

2. Select target curve, press OK, set Calculation mode (Calculate by integer number 

or Calculate by integer distance) and Interval, and pres OK to return to Curve 

Stakeout list. In list it displays main points of the curve (QD、QZ、ZD、JD、HH) and 

coordinates and mileage according to interval settings. 

 

3. Select one point in Curve Stakeout list and press OK to enter stakeout interface. 

According to interval settings, it displays mileage at the corresponding position of the 

line. When the distance between stakeout point and current point is less than 3 meters, 

it will enter into precise stakeout, and stakeout according to arrow direction and 

prompt in bottom status. 

4.  Press  to add stake on stakeout curve. 

 

5. The adjacent stakeout points in the points library can be switched automatically by 

 and  keys. 

 

 

4.16 Existing Stakeout  
Existing stakeout is essentially the reversal process of line stakeout. Line stakeout is 

to stakeout the designed line to the field, and stakeout the line according to calculated 

line elements, length and azimuth. And existing lines stakeout is to survey and map 

out the existing roads of in detail, and then based on the data of surveying and 

mapping to calculate the starting point of linear range, azimuth, length, starting point 

and end point coordinates and other elements, in order to modify or design based on 

the data. 

This function is usually used to collect center point of line in field. The center points 

are connected into polylines and the parameters of each line can be viewed in the line 

library. The section can also be measured. 
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: Stake Existing Lines. 

: stakeout last line. 

: stakeout next line.  

: connect end point and current point of line. 

: display information. 

: collect point. 

 

Existing stakeout steps: 

1. Enter Stake Existing Lines and set start line or import line files. 

 

2. Select target line and press OK.The normal line is generated at the center point, 

which is conducive to measuring cross section. The vertical line of normal line is 

formed by overturning the front point, which can help to distinguish the direction. 

 

3. Measure cross section of mileage at current point according to line mileage, line 

offset, horizontal distance and vertical distance in bottom status. 

 

4.  Press  to collect data at current coordinate, that is, cross section. 

 

5.  Press  to connect end point and current point of stakeout line. Press Stake 

Existing Lines and it can view parameters of connection line. 

 

6. Move current point and repeat step 4 and 5 until complete all existing line stakeout. 

 

7.  The adjacent center points can be switched automatically by  and  keys to 

measure cross section. 
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4.17 Railway Stakeout 
Press Survey- Railway Stakeout, select a road in Roads Library and press OK to enter 

line centerline stakeout interface. Before measurement of longitudinal section of 

railway bridge, it must perform line centerline stakeout. Before measurement of 

longitudinal section of road bridge, it must design and stakeout road data file. 

   

Bridge management database 

Display information 

   

Collect TOPO point 

Data type: Vertical section point, Intersect point, Adjacent point and Adjacent points. 

 

Vertical section point: point type for longitudinal section stakeout. 

Intersect point: point type for measurement of intersecting angle and intersecting 

point mileage during longitudinal section measurement. 

Adjacent point and Adjacent points: point type for elevation measurement of 
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nearby dam top, beam bottom, existing piers, flood water level points and other 

design relative points or point system position during longitudinal section 

measurement. In measurement, point type should be adjacent point. In point system 

measurement, point type of all points except the first point (point type as adjacent 

point) should be adjacent point system.  

 

[Two point fixed line]: in line stakeout, according to site conditions, it measures two 

points to determine the cross section on stakeout cross section direction. These two 

points should measure the left one at first and then the right one. They also can be on 

one side or on either side of road. Image as shown in the following figure: 

 

There are several ways to measure the points: point A and B; point C and D; point B 

and C. 

 

[Two point intersects] and [Three point intersects]: 

Measure intersecting angle and intersecting point mileage of intersecting railways, 

roads or rivers during cross section survey. In measurement it only needs to measure 

two points on one side of intersecting building to determine intersection angle and 

intersection point mileage of intersecting building and line. And then measure one 

point on the other side of intersecting building to determine the width of building and 

intersection point mileage of the measured side and line (it can directly input width).  

 

Measurement step: 

1. When measuring only two points, press [Two point intersects] to calculate angle. If 

the width is known, it can input directly. If the width is unknown, then width is not 

necessary to input. 

2. When measuring three points, measure two points on one side of the intersection 

object and one point on the other side. When measuring the third point, press [Three 

point intersects] to calculate the angle and width. 
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: Measure point. Culvert measurement is in some positions cannot get GPS 

satellites fixed, to measure a datum point in position can get fixed solution and 

measure distance and elevation from datum point to the unknown point by 

measurement type, then to calculate coordinate and elevation of the unknown point by 

software. This can help measure some blind spots that GPS cannot measure. Press to 

collect a Datum point. 

  

Number of scales: number of point continuous measurement. When in continuous 

measurement, it needs to be based on previous measure point and measure type 

should be same. 

Measure type: [Measure vertical section] includes Mileage difference and Elevation 

difference; [Direct addition] incudes Mileage, Horizontal distance and Elevation. 

Measure direction: [Measure the left] is small mileage; [Measure the right] is big 

mileage. 

 

Target: The name of the stakeout line. 

H: The height of current point. 

Mileage: Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and mileage is the 

distance from the vertical point to the start point. 

Offset:  Draw a vertical line from current point to stakeout line, and offset is the 

distance from foot point to current point. When current point is on the left in the 

direction of line, offset is negative; when current point is on the right in the direction 

Point 

1 
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2 

Point 

3 Intersect
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Intersect
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tion 

Big 

mileage 
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of line, offset is positive. 

Horizontal distance: Draw a vertical line from current point to cross section, and 

Horizontal distance is the distance from foot point to intersection of cross section and 

road. 

Vertical distance: Draw a vertical line from current point to cross section, and 

Vertical distance is the distance from foot point to current point. “To Less” means that 

if you want to reach the target peg, the distance to the direction of the small mileage. 

4.18 Layers Settings 
This function can set up and edit imported CAD layer. And it also supports to 

import .shp layer in ArcGIS data format. It has CAD LAYER and BACKGROUND 

LAYER.  

Press NEW LAYER, you can name the layer, choose its color, and set whether work 

layer or not, visible or invisible, can also choose lock the layer or not. Press OK to 

create a new layer successfully. 

The Layer can be Renamed and Deleted. Also you can choose batch delete or Delete 

all, Hide all.  

: work layer. Only one layer is work layer. 

: layer is visible. 

: layer is locked. Locked layer cannot be deleted. 

   

 

In BACKGROUND LAYER, Press Add, you can import file in AutoCAD 

format .dxf, .dwg, Shape file format .shp. LANDXML format .xml. 

Choose layer, the layer can be edited, Move UP, Move down, delete.  
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4.19 Survey Range Settings 
To set range for your surveying work. 

Press Add to input the point: write coordinate, collect point or choose point from 

database. Add all points for the range, then you can Preview the Map.  

The point can be edit, Move up, Move down, Delete. 

Press Import, you can import coordinate file directly in format .csv,dat,txt 

Press OK, then the range is set successfully. 

 

5 Tools 

5.1 Localization 
GNSS get coordinate base on WGS-84 coordinate system. Localization can convert 

the coordinate to the local coordinate system.  

 

Press Add, you can input coordinate from local system and WGS-84. Two way to 

input coordinate from local system. To input Northing, Easting and Elevation or 
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choose the point from database directly. Three ways to input coordinate from WGS-84. 

You can collect a point, choose a point from database directly or input Latitude, 

Longtitude, Altitude. Choose whether to use Horizontal/Vertical control, and then 

press OK. Input all the coordinate that needs to be calculated. 

 

After input all the coordinates, Press Calculate, you can see the Report, Press Apply, 

then all coordinates all be changed base on that calculate result. 

   

Press Edit, you can change coordinate information. After change, Press OK you can 

store the new information. 

Choose one point, press Delete, you can delete the point.  

Press Import, you can import files with format .cot, .loc, .fou.  

  

Press Options, you can see Convert Method, Horizontal correction Model and Vertical 

control. 

Convert Method: There are 4 methods, Horizontal correction+Elevation correction; 

Horizontal+Vertical Adjustment; Seven parameter +Horizontal correction+Elevation 

correction; Seven Parameter. 

 

Horizontal correction Model: There are 2 methods, Horizontal Adjustment; Four 

Parameter. 
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Vertical control: Automatic Selection; There are 4 methods, Weighted Average; Plane 

Fitting; Surface Fitting; Vertical Adjustment.  

 

 

 

5.2 Coordinates Converter 
Coordinates converter is to convert Ellipsoid coordinate(BLH) and Plane 

coordinates(xyz). 

There are 3 methods to input the point. Collect one point, choose from database or 

input each parameters. After input the point, Press Transform, then you can get the 

target Point. Press Save, Input the transformed point Name, Press OK then you can 

save the new point. 
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5.3 Angle Converter 
Angle Converter is to convert angle among different formats. There are 5 different 

angle formats: dd(Decimal); dd.mmssss; dd:mm:ssss; ddomm’ss.ssss’’; Radian. 

 

First choose the format, then write the angle, Press Calculate then results will show. 

For example, Choose dd(Decimal), input 25.8, then Press Calculate, angle in other 

format will show as below pic. 
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5.4 Perimeter and Area 
Add the point, then it can calculate the Area and perimeter formed by these points. 

Press Add, you can manually input the point Northing, Easting and Elevation, or you 

can just choose point from database. Press Select, you can choose multiple points 

directly from database.  

     
Once choose a point, it can be Edit, Delete, Move up and Move down. You can also 

import points in local coordinate format(.csv, .dat, .txt) or Cass format(.dat) 
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After add all the point that needs calculate. Press Calculate, you can see the result. 

And you can also view the map.  

   

5.5 COGO Calculation 

5.5.1 Coordinate inverse calculation 
Input 2 points coordinate, Press Calculate, then it can calculate their Plane distance, 

Azimuth, Elevation difference, Ration of slope and Vector.  
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5.5.2 Point line calculation 
Set Start Point A, End Point B and Offset Point C, and then press Calculate to check 

the result of Start distance, End distance, Start Vertical Distance, End Vertical 

Distance, Offset Distance, Offset Angle(α), corner angle(β). 

  
 

5.5.3 Vector 
Input Latitude, Longitude, Altitude of Point A and Point B, Press Calculate to check 

Vector result. 
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5.5.4 Two lines angel 
Set Point O, Point A, Point B, Press Calculate to get angle(α) between OA and OB. 

  

5.5.5 Intersection calculation 
Set start point A and end point B for line AB, set start point C and end point D for line 

CD, Press Calculate to get their intersection point P coordinate. 
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5.5.6 Resection 
In Triangle ABP, Set point A and point B, AP distance L1, BP distance L2, Press 

Calculate to get point P coordinate. 

 

5.5.7 Forward intersection 
In Triangle ABP, set Point A and Point B, and angle α and angle β as pic shows. Press 

Calculate to get Point P coordinate. 
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5.5.8 Coordinate positive calculation 
Set line AB start Point A and End point B, angle α and AP distance L1. Press 

Calculate to get Point P coordinate. 

  

5.5.9 Offset point calculation 
Set line AB start point A and end Point B, Press calculate to get Point C coordinate(C 
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is the offset for mileage AP in line AB, AP distance is L1, PC distance is L2). 

  

 

5.5.10 Equal point calculation 
Set line AB start Point A and end Point B, and divide this line into random segments. 

Press Calculate to get the point coordinate for each segments. 

   

 

5.6 Calculate 
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This tool is for simple some data calculation. 

 

 

5.7 External Radio Configuration 
Choose Bluetooth Connection mode, Press Search, choose the exteral radio and Press 

Connect.Then you can see Parameter setting, Channel detection, Equipment 

information, Temperature control, Radio control, Firmware update. 
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5.7.1 Parameter setting 
Press Get, you can see the parameter setting.  

 
 

5.7.2 Channel detection 
Channel detection needs connect high gain antenna. Press Help, you can see the 
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explanation. For example, if you input 439MHz and check its signal is weak, then you 

can use this frequency.  

  

5.7.3 Equipment information 
Press get, you can see the radio information. 

 

5.7.4 Temperature control 
Press Get, You can see the temperature control information. And you can also set 

them according to your need. 

 

5.7.5 Radio control 
Press Modify, you can change the baud rate. Restart and Power off external radio. 

Restore default frequency and restore factory settings.  
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5.7.6 Firmware update 
Choose firmware file, Press update, then new firmware will be updated 

 

5.8 Volume Calculation 
Choose the Calculation mode: Triangulation mode or Grid mode. 

Set the Calculating area, Press New to add the point or choose the point from database. 

Press to set the area, Press Calculate, then it shows result for Fill, Cut and Surface 

area. 

To set the Calculating area, you can also import a file in coordinate 

format .txt, .csv, .dat, Cass format .dat, Triangulation format .SJW, .XML,. DXF.  
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5.9 Add offsets to points at specified period 
This is usually used when data is collected without Site Calibration and after 

collection it needs to calibrate data for a certain period. 

You can input the difference dX,dY,dH directly, or you can calculate and get the result 

from known point.  

After get the difference result, Press Update. Then choose the time and data that needs 

to be calibrate, Press Update. Then all point coordinates will be refreshed during that 

period.  
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5.10 FTP Shared Data 
This function let you easily get file in SurvX from computer instead of controller. 

You can see the IP and Port, each controller IP and port are different. Then you can 

use computer and input ftp://192.168.22.169:2222, After input the User Name and 

Password, you can see all the files on computer. You can remove or delete them.  

 

     

 

5.11 Share 
This function allows you easily send file through Wechat, email or Bluetooth... 

Choose the file, Press OK, then you can choose the way to send it out.  
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